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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a vehicle win-
dow section structure according to the preamble of claim
1. Such a section structure is known from EP 2100775 A.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Heretofore, there have been known vehicles in
which a small window, or a so-called opera window or
quarter window, is arranged in the vicinity of a corner
portion between a front portion of a front pillar and the
upper surface of a rear end portion of a front fender, as
disclosed in Japanese Examined Utility Model Registra-
tion Application Publication No. Hei 6(1994)-25375, for
example.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

[0003] However, in the window section structure de-
scribed in Japanese Examined Utility Model Registration
Application Publication No. Hei 6-25375 mentioned
above, a molding is arranged along the outer periphery
of the small window, and with the door closed, a gap is
formed between the molding and the sash (window
frame) of the door. Thus, traveling wind may possibly
enter the gap and generate a wind noise while the vehicle
is traveling.
[0004] In this respect, the present invention provides
a vehicle window section structure capable of efficiently
reducing a wind noise generated in the vicinity of a small
window.
[0005] A vehicle window section structure according
to the present invention includes: a small window provid-
ed on a vehicle body side; a lip provided on an outer
periphery of the small window and extending inward in a
vehicle width direction; and a door mirror mount provided
to an openable and closable door and disposed facing
the lip in a state where the door is closed. A gap extending
inward in the vehicle width direction is formed between
the lip and the door mirror mount, and, in the gap, distance
between the lip and the door mirror mount is large at an
outer end in the vehicle width direction and smaller at an
inner end in the vehicle width direction than at the outer
end in the vehicle width direction.
[0006] In the vehicle window section structure accord-
ing to the present invention, the lip and the door mirror
mount disposed facing the lip are formed such that the
cross-sectional width therebetween is larger toward the
outer end in the vehicle width direction and smaller to-
ward the inner end in the vehicle width direction. Thus,
as traveling wind that occurs when the vehicle travels
enters the gap between the lip and the door mirror mount,
the flow speed of the traveling wind gradually decreases
and the pressure thereof increases. Accordingly, it is pos-
sible to efficiently reduce the wind noise by the traveling

wind.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0007]

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a side view of a front section of a
vehicle employing a window section structure ac-
cording an embodiment of the present invention.
[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a state where
a front door in Fig. 1 is opened, as seen obliquely
from the rear.
[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view taken along
line A-A in Fig. 1.
[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional view taken along
line B-B in Fig. 1.
[Fig. 5] Fig. 5 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of
a main section in Fig. 4.
[Fig. 6] Fig. 6 is a cross-sectional view showing a
state where traveling wind flows into a gap between
a lip and a mount body of a door mirror mount.
[Fig. 7] Fig. 7 is a graph comparing the noise level
in terms of frequency between a present invention
example with the lip according to the embodiment
being provided and a comparative example without
the lip being provided.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0008] Hereinbelow, an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention will be described in detail along with
the drawings.
[0009] As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, in a front section of
a vehicle 1, a pair of front pillars 3 extending obliquely
upward toward the rear of the vehicle are arranged on
both left and right sides of the vehicle body. A windshield
5 is arranged along the vehicle width direction between
the pair of front pillars 3 and 3.
[0010] Moreover, a front fender 7 is arranged below a
front side of each front pillar 3. A small window 9 called
an opera window is fixed to the vehicle body side at a
corner section which is generally triangular in a side view
and defined by the front pillar 3 and the front fender 7.
Specifically, the small window 9 is mounted to the vehicle
body side through a peripheral member 11 arranged
along the outer periphery thereof.
[0011] Meanwhile, a front door (door) 13 is provided
openably and closably on a rear side of the front fender
7 and small window 9 in the vehicle. The front door 13
includes: a door body 15 disposed in a lower portion; a
window frame 17 disposed above the door body 15; a
door mirror mount 19 provided on a front portion of the
door body 15; and a door mirror 21 mounted to the door
body 15 through the door mirror mount 19. A door glass
23 is provided in the window frame 17 in such a way as
to be capable of being raised and lowered. Note that the
door mirror mount 19 is integrally formed of a mount body
25 mounted to the door body 15 and a mirror base 27
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projecting from the mount body 25 toward the outer side
of the vehicle (outward in the vehicle width direction).
The door mirror 21 is supported turnably on the mirror
base 27.
[0012] As shown in Fig. 3, the front pillar 3 is formed
to have a closed sectional structure by an outer panel
29, an inner panel 31, and a reinforcement panel 33. In
a rear end portion of the front pillar 3, a flange portion 35
is formed which extends in the vehicle front-rear direc-
tion. Moreover, in an area corresponding to a rear end
portion of the small window 9, a holding member 41 is
arranged which is formed to have a closed sectional
structure by an outer panel 37, an inner panel 39, and a
reinforcement panel 40. In a front end portion of the hold-
ing member 41, a flange portion 45 is formed which ex-
tends toward the front of the vehicle.
[0013] In addition, the small window 9 is arranged be-
tween the flange portion 35 of the front pillar 3 and the
flange portion 45 of the holding member 41. Specifically,
the peripheral member 11 is joined to and along the outer
periphery of the small window 9. Contact rubber 47 pro-
jecting toward the inner side of the vehicle (inward in the
vehicle width direction) is provided on the back surface
of the peripheral member 11. The contact rubber 47 is
bonded to the flange portion 35 of the front pillar 3 and
the flange portion 45 of the holding member 41 by means
of adhesive.
[0014] Moreover, a rear portion of the peripheral mem-
ber 11 of the small window 9, which extends from a point
P through a point Q to a point R as shown in Fig. 1, is
integrally formed of a holding surface 49 extending along
and bonded to the back surface of the small window 9,
a lip 50 extending from the outer periphery of the holding
surface 49 toward the inner side of the vehicle, and the
contact rubber 47 provided on the holding surface 49, as
shown in Fig. 3.
[0015] In addition, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, in an area
from the point Q to the point R in Fig. 1, the mount body
25 forming the door mirror mount 19 includes: an outer
member 51 disposed on the outer side of the vehicle; an
inner member 53 disposed on the inner side of the vehi-
cle; and a middle member 55 disposed between the outer
member 51 and the inner member 53. Moreover, the lip
50 formed integrally in the peripheral member 11 extends
substantially straight from a root portion 57 disposed in
an end portion of the lip 50 on the outer side of the vehicle
to a bent portion 59 and then bends at the bent portion
59 toward the outer periphery of the peripheral member
11 (downward) and extends therefrom straight to a pro-
jecting portion 61 at a tip portion of the lip 50. In addition,
the lip 50 is formed such that its thickness decreases as
it gets closer from the root portion 57 through the bent
portion 59 to the projecting portion 61, that is, as it gets
closer to the inner side in the vehicle width direction. Note
that the projecting portion 61 disposed at the tip portion
is formed in an arc shape in cross section and projects
outward toward the inner member 53 of the mount body
25.

[0016] As a result, the lip 50 and the mount body 25
define a predetermined gap 63 therebetween in a state
where the front door 13 is closed. Specifically, the root
portion 57 of the lip 50 and the outer member 51 of the
mount body 25 define an inlet portion 65 of the gap 63.
The lip 50 around the bent portion 59 and the middle
member 55 define a middle portion 67 of the gap 63. The
projecting portion 61 of the lip 50 and the inner member
53 define an outlet portion 69. In addition, the gap 63 is
formed such that its cross-sectional width is largest at
the inlet portion 65, decreases gradually as it gets closer
to the middle portion 67, and is smallest at the outlet
portion 69. In other words, the lip 50 and the mount body
25 facing the lip 50 are formed such that the distance
therebetween is largest at the outer end in the vehicle
width direction and smallest at the inner end in the vehicle
width direction.
[0017] Now, Bernoulli’s principle will be described
briefly.
[0018] In general, when a fluid flows, the sum of po-
tential energy by the height from a reference plane, ki-
netic energy by the speed, and pressure energy remains
constant. In a case of traveling wind in this embodiment,
changes in the potential energy are negligible, and there-
fore the sum of the kinetic energy (dynamic pressure)
and the pressure energy (static pressure) of the traveling
wind is constant. Accordingly, (1/2)·ρ·v2+p = (constant),
where v is the flow speed of the traveling wind in its flow
direction, ρ is the density, and p is the pressure.
[0019] In this embodiment, as shown in Fig. 6, as
traveling wind W that occurs when the vehicle travels
enters the gap 63, it enters the gap 63 from the inlet
portion 65 to the middle portion 67. The traveling wind
W then slightly changes its flow at the middle portion 67
toward the outer periphery of the lip 50 and thereafter
flows to the outlet portion 69. Here, the outlet portion 69
is where the cross-sectional width of the gap 63 is small-
est, in other words, a stagnation point. Thus, the flow of
the traveling wind W substantially stops, and the kinetic
energy (dynamic pressure) becomes substantially zero.
For this reason, at the outlet portion 69 of the gap 63,
almost all the energy of the traveling wind W, which is a
fluid, is the pressure energy (static energy). Accordingly,
the projecting portion 61 functions as a noise reduction
wall, making it possible to significantly reduce the wind
noise by the traveling wind W.
[0020] Meanwhile, from a comparison between a
present invention example with the above-described lip
50 being provided and a comparative example without
the lip 50 being provided, it was found that the noise level
was lower for the present invention example in a range
above a frequency of 1000 Hz, as shown in Fig. 7. Fur-
ther, from a comparison between the present invention
example and the comparative example in terms of artic-
ulation index (AI value) during travel of the vehicle, it was
found that the present invention example was improved
over the comparative example by approximately 3.
[0021] Note that while the contact rubber 47 is used in
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this embodiment, only adhesive may be used instead of
the contact rubber 47 to bond the flange portion 35 of the
front pillar 3 and the flange portion 45 of the holding mem-
ber 41.
[0022] Hereinbelow, operations and effects of this em-
bodiment will be described.
[0023]

(1) In the vehicle window section structure according
to this embodiment, the lip 50 and the mount body
25 of the door mirror mount 19 disposed facing the
lip 50 are formed such that the distance therebe-
tween is larger toward the outer end in the vehicle
width direction and smaller toward the inner end in
the vehicle width direction. Thus, as the traveling
wind W that occurs when the vehicle travels enters
the gap 63 between the lip 50 and the mount body
25, the flow speed of the traveling wind W decreases
gradually and becomes smallest at the outlet portion
69 of the gap 63 and the pressure of the traveling
wind W becomes largest there, due to Bernoulli’s
principle described above. Accordingly, the wind
noise by the traveling wind W can be reduced effi-
ciently.
(2) The projecting portion 61 projecting toward the
mount body 25 of the door mirror mount 19 is pro-
vided at the inner end, in the vehicle width direction,
of the lip 50. Accordingly, it is possible to minimize
the cross-sectional width of the outlet portion 69 of
the gap 63 by means of a simple structure and to
improve the rigidity of the lip 50 as well. Incidentally,
since the lip 50 is disposed at an outer side, in the
vehicle width direction, of the holding member 41,
the holding member 41 is hidden when one sees the
gap 63 from the outer side of the vehicle. According-
ly, the external appearance is improved.
(3) The lip 50 is formed such that its thickness de-
creases as it gets closer to the inner side in the ve-
hicle width direction. Accordingly, it is possible to re-
duce the weight of the lip 50 as a whole.
(4) The peripheral member 11 is provided along the
outer periphery of the small window 9, the small win-
dow 9 is mounted to the vehicle body side through
the peripheral member 11, and the lip 50 is formed
integrally with the peripheral member 11. According-
ly, it is possible to improve the holding stiffness of
the lip 50 and to eliminate man-hours in mounting
the lip 50 in a separate step.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0024] According to the present invention, as traveling
wind that occurs when the vehicle travels enters the gap
between the lip and the door mirror mount, the flow speed
of the traveling wind gradually decreases and the pres-
sure thereof increases. Accordingly, it is possible to effi-
ciently reduce the wind noise by the traveling wind.

Claims

1. A vehicle window section structure comprising:

a small window (9) to be provided on a vehicle
body side;
a lip (50) provided on an outer periphery of the
small window; and
a door mirror mount (19) to be provided to an
openable and closable door (13) and disposed
facing the lip in a state where the door is closed,
characterised in that the lip extends inward in
a vehicle width direction, wherein
the lip is disposed away from the door mirror
mount from an outer end, in the vehicle width
direction, of the lip to an inner end, in the vehicle
width direction, of the lip, and the distance be-
tween the lip and the door mirror mount sepa-
rated away from each other is large at the outer
end in the vehicle width direction and smaller at
the inner end in the vehicle width direction than
at the outer end in the vehicle width direction.

2. The vehicle window section structure according to
claim 1, wherein a projecting portion (61) projecting
toward the door mirror mount (19) is provided at an
inner end, in the vehicle width direction, of the lip (50).

3. The vehicle window section structure according to
any one of claims 1 and 2, wherein the lip (50) is
formed such that thickness thereof decreases as the
lip gets closer to an inner side in the vehicle width
direction.

4. The vehicle window section structure according to
any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein
a peripheral member (11) is provided along the outer
periphery of the small window (9),
the small window is mounted to the vehicle body side
through the peripheral member, and
the lip is provided to the peripheral member.

Patentansprüche

1. Fahrzeugfenster-Abschnittsstruktur, umfassend:

ein kleines Fenster (9), das auf einer Fahrzeug-
karosserieseite vorzusehen ist;
eine Lippe (50), die an einem Außenumfang des
kleinen Fensters vorgesehen ist;
eine Türspiegelhalterung (19), die an einer zu
öffnenden und zu schließenden Tür (13) vorzu-
sehen ist und der Lippe gegenüberliegend in ei-
nem Zustand angeordnet ist, bei dem die Tür
geschlossen ist, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass sich die Lippe in Fahrzeug-Breitenrichtung
nach innen erstreckt, wobei
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die Lippe von der Türspiegelhalterung von ei-
nem äußeren Ende in der Fahrzeug-Breitenrich-
tung der Lippe zu einem inneren Ende in der
Fahrzeug-Breitenrichtung der Lippe entfernt an-
geordnet ist, und
der Abstand zwischen der voneinander getrenn-
ten Lippe und der Türspiegelhalterung am äu-
ßeren Ende in der Fahrzeug-Breitenrichtung
groß ist und am inneren Ende in der Fahrzeug-
Breitenrichtung kleiner als am äußeren Ende in
der Fahrzeug-Breitenrichtung ist.

2. Fahrzeugfenster-Abschnittsstruktur nach Anspruch
1, wobei ein Vorsprungbereich (61), der zur Türspie-
gelhalterung (19) hin vorragt, an einem in der Fahr-
zeug-Breitenrichtung inneren Ende der Lippe (50)
vorgesehen ist.

3. Fahrzeugfenster-Abschnittsstruktur nach einem der
Ansprüche 1 oder 2, wobei die Lippe (50) so ausge-
bildet ist, dass deren Dicke abnimmt, wenn sich die
Lippe einer Innenseite in der Fahrzeug-Breitenrich-
tung annähert.

4. Fahrzeugfenster-Abschnittsstruktur nach einem der
Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei
ein Umfangselement (11) entlang des Außenum-
fangs des kleinen Fensters (9) vorgesehen ist,
das kleine Fenster an der Fahrzeugkarosserieseite
durch das Umfangselement montiert ist, und
die Lippe am Umfangselement vorgesehen ist.

Revendications

1. Structure de section de fenêtre de véhicule
comprenant :

une petite fenêtre (9) devant être fournie sur un
côté de carrosserie de véhicule ;
un rebord (50) prévu sur une périphérie exté-
rieure de la petite fenêtre ;
et
un support (19) de rétroviseur devant être fourni
à une portière (13) pouvant être ouverte et fer-
mée et devant être disposé en regard du rebord
dans un état où la portière est fermée,
caractérisée en ce que le rebord s’étend vers
l’intérieur dans la direction de la largeur du vé-
hicule, dans laquelle
le rebord est disposé à distance du support de
rétroviseur à partir d’une extrémité extérieure,
dans la direction de la largeur du véhicule, du
rebord jusqu’à une extrémité intérieure, dans la
direction de la largeur du véhicule, du rebord, et
la distance entre le rebord et le support de ré-
troviseur, étant séparés l’un de l’autre, est gran-
de au niveau de l’extrémité extérieure dans la

direction de la largeur du véhicule et plus petite
au niveau de l’extrémité intérieure dans la direc-
tion de la largeur du véhicule qu’au niveau de
l’extrémité extérieure dans la direction de la lar-
geur du véhicule.

2. Structure de section de fenêtre de véhicule selon la
revendication 1, dans laquelle une partie en saillie
(61) faisant saillie vers le support de rétroviseur (19)
est prévue au niveau d’une extrémité intérieure,
dans la direction de la largeur du véhicule, du rebord
(50).

3. Structure de section de fenêtre de véhicule selon
l’une quelconque des revendications 1 ou 2, dans
laquelle le rebord (50) est formé de sorte que son
épaisseur diminue lorsque le rebord se rapproche
d’un côté intérieur dans la direction de la largeur du
véhicule.

4. Structure de section de fenêtre de véhicule selon
l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans la-
quelle
un élément périphérique (11) est prévu le long de la
périphérie extérieure de la petite fenêtre (9),
la petite fenêtre est montée sur le côté de carrosserie
du véhicule par l’intermédiaire de l’élément périphé-
rique, et
le rebord est fourni à l’élément périphérique.
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